
Set up Adobe Dreamweaver for Mac for the Production Web Server 

These instructions will help you set up Adobe Dreamweaver for 

Mac to use the live www.marquette.edu web server, also known 

as the production (prod) server. 

Before You Start 

You must either use a wired network connection (Ethernet) on 

campus or connect to the encrypted MU Secure wireless network. 

If you are accessing from off-campus, you must first access Marquette VPN (see 

https://www.marquette.edu/vpn/ for details). 

To set up Dreamweaver for the first time or for a new website 

1) Connect to the Production Web Server from your Mac OS Finder

— see instructions at https://www.marquette.edu/its/web/mac/

Now launch Adobe Dreamweaver. 

2) In Dreamweaver, select Site > New Site…

http://www.marquette.edu/
https://www.marquette.edu/vpn/
https://www.marquette.edu/its/web/mac/
http://www.marquette.edu/
http://www.marquette.edu/
https://www.marquette.edu/vpn/
https://www.marquette.edu/vpn/
https://www.marquette.edu/vpn/
https://helpdesk.mu.edu/
https://helpdesk.mu.edu/
https://www.marquette.edu/its/web/mac/
https://www.marquette.edu/its/web/mac/
https://www.marquette.edu/its/web/mac/
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3) The Site Setup window appears.

A) For Site Name, type Prod site

where site is the “short name” of your website in the URL.

For example, for the web address https://www.marquette.edu/its/ you would use its as 

the site and type Prod its as the Site Name. If your site were 

https://www.marquette.edu/amu/ you would enter Prod amu as the Site Name. 

B) For Local Site Folder, place your cursor after Documents, and type in Prod site

where site is the “short name” of your website, as described above.

https://www.marquette.edu/its/
https://www.marquette.edu/its/
https://www.marquette.edu/its/
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4) In the upper left, click Servers. Then click +.
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5) You will see this dialog box appear. For “Connect using:” change “FTP” 

to “Local/Network.” 
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6) The dialog box changes to the screen below. 
 

 
 

A) For Server Name, type Prod site 

where site is the “short name” of your website. 

 

B) For Connect Using, keep “Local/Network” selected. 

 

C) For Server Folder, do NOT click the folder icon. 

 

Instead, you will need to adjust the following text then type it in the text box: 

 

/Volumes/prod-username/site/web 

 Where username appears, insert your Marquette username. 

 Where site appears, insert your site. 
 

For example, Jane Q. Public has Marquette username of publicjq and a web address 

of https://www.marquette.edu/amu/ she would enter the following. 

 

Sample only (do not enter this text): 

/Volumes/prod-publicjq/amu/web 

 
If you are not sure what enter for the network path, please see the appendix at the 

end of these instructions to look up the network path based on your Web address. 
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D) For Web URL, enter your web address, following the pattern of 
https://www.marquette.edu/site/ replacing site with your actual website. 

 

E) Click Save. 

 
 

7) Next you will see this screen. Click Save. 

 

 

 
 

8) If you are prompted about recreating the cache, click OK. 
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9) You will see the Manage Sites screen. Click Done. 

 

 

 
 

10) Look to the lower right of your screen for the window with the Files tab. Make sure your site 

appears in the left drop-down menu and Remote server is selected in the right drop-down menu. 

Click the refresh icon or “Click here” link to see your files on the web server. 

 

 

 

If you see a “Cannot display the remote folder” error, see the next section on 
troubleshooting. 
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Troubleshooting 

If you see an error stating, “Cannot display the remote folder” then Dreamweaver is not 

yet able to connect to the Marquette web server. 
 

Please verify… 

 You have a wired connection to a campus network jack or a MU Secure 
wireless connection or a Marquette VPN connection. 

 You have connected to the web server from Mac Finder — see the 
instructions PDF at https://www.marquette.edu/its/web/mac/ 

 You have entered the correct network path. See the appendix at the end of these 
instructions to look up the network path based on your web address. 

 You have added your own Marquette username immediately after prod- in the 
network path. 

 

…then click refresh icon again. If problems persist, contact the IT Services Help Desk 

at (414) 288-7799 or https://helpdesk.mu.edu/. 
 

11) Dreamweaver connects to the web server and shows you your remote files for 

editing. You have successfully connected Dreamweaver to the Marquette web server. 

 

 

Please Note: 

You will need to keep your connection to the web server (which you did in Step 1) active 

to allow Dreamweaver to access server files. If you lose your connection (i.e., you take 

your laptop off-campus), you will need to reconnect via the Mac OS. 

 
 

Need help? 

If you encounter problems, contact the IT Services Help Desk at (414) 288-7799 or  

or https://helpdesk.mu.edu/. 

http://www.marquette.edu/its/web/mac/
https://helpdesk.mu.edu/
mailto:helpdesk@marquette.edu
mailto:helpdesk@marquette.edu
https://helpdesk.mu.edu/
http://www.marquette.edu/its/web/mac/
http://www.marquette.edu/its/web/mac/
https://helpdesk.mu.edu/
https://helpdesk.mu.edu/
https://helpdesk.mu.edu/
mailto:helpdesk@marquette.edu
https://helpdesk.mu.edu/
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Appendix: Dreamweaver for Mac Network Paths for Step 6C 
 

Important: 
Where you see username, you must add your own Marquette username immediately after prod- in 

these network path examples.  

 
Website Address Network Path for Step 6C 

https://www.marquette.edu/_emailtemplates/ /Volumes/prod-username/_emailtemplates/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/abroad/ /Volumes/prod-username/abroad/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/academic-services/ /Volumes/prod-username/academic-services/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/academicsenate/ /Volumes/prod-username/academicsenate/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/accessible-technology/ /Volumes/prod-username/accessible-technology/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/ad-landing/ /Volumes/prod-username/ad-landing/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/ajcu-deans/ /Volumes/prod-username/ajcu-deans/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/ajcu-finance/ /Volumes/prod-username/ajcu-finance/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/ajcu-hr/ /Volumes/prod-username/ajcu-hr/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/alpha-sigma-nu/ /Volumes/prod-username/alpha-sigma-nu/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/alumni/ /Volumes/prod-username/alumni/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/amu/ /Volumes/prod-username/amu/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/app-mu/ /Volumes/prod-username/app-mu/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/apps/ /Volumes/prod-username/apps/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/arts/ /Volumes/prod-username/arts/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/asian-studies-minor/ /Volumes/prod-username/asian-studies-minor/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/aspin/ /Volumes/prod-username/aspin/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/assessment/ /Volumes/prod-username/assessment/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/athletic-training/ /Volumes/prod-username/athletic-training/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/autism-consortium/ /Volumes/prod-username/autism-consortium/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/band/ /Volumes/prod-username/band/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/behavioral-core/ /Volumes/prod-username/behavioral-core/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/behavioral-health/ /Volumes/prod-username/behavioral-health/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/biomedical-sciences/ /Volumes/prod-username/biomedical-sciences/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/budget/ /Volumes/prod-username/budget/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/business-continuity/ /Volumes/prod-username/business-continuity/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/campus-map/ /Volumes/prod-username/campus-map/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/campus-town/ /Volumes/prod-username/campus-town/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/catholic-leadership/ /Volumes/prod-username/catholic-leadership/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/center-for-gender-and-

sexualities-studies/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/center-for-gender-and-

sexualities-studies/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/chem/ /Volumes/prod-username/chem/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/child-care-center/ /Volumes/prod-username/child-care-center/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/chorus/ /Volumes/prod-username/chorus/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/civil-environmental-

engineering/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/civil-environmental-

engineering/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/clinical-laboratory-

science/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/clinical-laboratory-

science/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/cm/ /Volumes/prod-username/cm/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/cognitive-science/ /Volumes/prod-username/cognitive-science/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/common-studies-

revision/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/common-studies-

revision/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/community-

engagement/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/community-engagement/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/comptroller/ /Volumes/prod-username/comptroller/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/conference-services/ /Volumes/prod-username/conference-services/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/consumerinformation/ /Volumes/prod-username/consumerinformation/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/contemplative/ /Volumes/prod-username/contemplative/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/core-of-common-

studies/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/core-of-common-studies/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/counseling/ /Volumes/prod-username/counseling/web/ 

mailto:helpdesk@marquette.edu
https://helpdesk.mu.edu/
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Website Address Network Path for Step 6C 

https://www.marquette.edu/ctl/ /Volumes/prod-username/ctl/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/cuap/ /Volumes/prod-username/cuap/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/cyber-security/ /Volumes/prod-username/cyber-security/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/democracy-lab/ /Volumes/prod-username/democracy-lab/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/democracy-project/ /Volumes/prod-username/democracy-project/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/dentistry/ /Volumes/prod-username/dentistry/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/differencenetwork/ /Volumes/prod-username/differencenetwork/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/disability-services/ /Volumes/prod-username/disability-services/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/econ-review/ /Volumes/prod-username/econ-review/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/electrical-computer-

engineering/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/electrical-computer-

engineering/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/endowment/ /Volumes/prod-username/endowment/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/english/ /Volumes/prod-username/english/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/eop/ /Volumes/prod-username/eop/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/ethicspoint/ /Volumes/prod-username/ethicspoint/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/event-management/ /Volumes/prod-username/event-management/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/events-calendar/ /Volumes/prod-username/events-calendar/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/excellence/ /Volumes/prod-username/excellence/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/exercise-science/ /Volumes/prod-username/exercise-science/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/faber/ /Volumes/prod-username/faber/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/facilities-planning-

management/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/facilities-planning-

management/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/faculty-affairs/ /Volumes/prod-username/faculty-affairs/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/faith/ /Volumes/prod-username/faith/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/ffp/ /Volumes/prod-username/ffp/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/financeoffice/ /Volumes/prod-username/financeoffice/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/forum-2016/ /Volumes/prod-username/forum-2016/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/forum-2017/ /Volumes/prod-username/forum-2017/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/givemarquette/ /Volumes/prod-username/givemarquette/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/giving/ /Volumes/prod-username/giving/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/haggerty/ /Volumes/prod-username/haggerty/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/health-careers-

opportunities/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/health-careers-

opportunities/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/health-sciences/ /Volumes/prod-username/health-sciences/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/hipaa/ /Volumes/prod-username/hipaa/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/homecoming/ /Volumes/prod-username/homecoming/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/hpac/ /Volumes/prod-username/hpac/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/hr/ /Volumes/prod-username/hr/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/imc/ /Volumes/prod-username/imc/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/inauguration/ /Volumes/prod-username/inauguration/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/intercultural/ /Volumes/prod-username/intercultural/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/interdisciplinary-

autism-clinic/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/interdisciplinary-autism-

clinic/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/international-affairs/ /Volumes/prod-username/international-affairs/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/its/ /Volumes/prod-username/its/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/jaa2016/ /Volumes/prod-username/jaa2016/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/jesres/ /Volumes/prod-username/jesres/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/kdpi/ /Volumes/prod-username/kdpi/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/latino-well-being/ /Volumes/prod-username/latino-well-being/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/leadership/ /Volumes/prod-username/leadership/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/littlerocknine/ /Volumes/prod-username/littlerocknine/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/lovells-first-year/ /Volumes/prod-username/lovells-first-year/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/mail/ /Volumes/prod-username/mail/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/maqom/ /Volumes/prod-username/maqom/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/marquette-firsts/ /Volumes/prod-username/marquette-firsts/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/mechanical-

engineering/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/mechanical-engineering/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/medical-clinic/ /Volumes/prod-username/medical-clinic/web/ 
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Website Address Network Path for Step 6C 

https://www.marquette.edu/mission/ /Volumes/prod-username/mission/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/missionweek-2013/ /Volumes/prod-username/missionweek-2013/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/missionweek-2014/ /Volumes/prod-username/missionweek-2014/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/missionweek-2015/ /Volumes/prod-username/missionweek-2015/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/missionweek-2016/ /Volumes/prod-username/missionweek-2016/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/missionweek-2017/ /Volumes/prod-username/missionweek-2017/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/molecular-core/ /Volumes/prod-username/molecular-core/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/mscs/ /Volumes/prod-username/mscs/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/mucc/ /Volumes/prod-username/mucc/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/mucentral/ /Volumes/prod-username/mucentral/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/mucentral/bursar/ /Volumes/prod-username/bursar/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/mucentral/financialaid/ /Volumes/prod-username/financialaid/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/mucentral/registrar/ /Volumes/prod-username/registar/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/mugrid/ /Volumes/prod-username/mugrid/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/mupd-advisory-board/ /Volumes/prod-username/mupd-advisory-board/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/mupress/ /Volumes/prod-username/mupress/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/mura/ /Volumes/prod-username/mura/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/music/ /Volumes/prod-username/music/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/my-marquette/ /Volumes/prod-username/my-marquette/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/nation/ /Volumes/prod-username/nation/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/neuroscience-center/ /Volumes/prod-username/neuroscience-center/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/new-student-

convocation/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/new-student-

convocation/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/newsbriefs/ /Volumes/prod-username/newsbriefs/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/offcampus/ /Volumes/prod-username/offcampus/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/ogc/ /Volumes/prod-username/ogc/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/oira/ /Volumes/prod-username/oira/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/ombuds/ /Volumes/prod-username/ombuds/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/omc/ /Volumes/prod-username/omc/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/onlinesurveys/ /Volumes/prod-username/onlinesurveys/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/orc/ /Volumes/prod-username/orc/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/orchestra/ /Volumes/prod-username/orchestra/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/orec/ /Volumes/prod-username/orec/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/orsp/ /Volumes/prod-username/orsp/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/oses/ /Volumes/prod-username/oses/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/parents/ /Volumes/prod-username/parents/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/parking/ /Volumes/prod-username/parking/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/pastoral-leadership/ /Volumes/prod-username/pastoral-leadership/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/pccs/ /Volumes/prod-username/pccs/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/peacemaking/ /Volumes/prod-username/peacemaking/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/pffp/ /Volumes/prod-username/pffp/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/pgsa/ /Volumes/prod-username/pgsa/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/pheno-studies/ /Volumes/prod-username/pheno-studies/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/phi-beta-kappa/ /Volumes/prod-username/phi-beta-kappa/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/phil/ /Volumes/prod-username/phil/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/physical-therapy/ /Volumes/prod-username/physical-therapy/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/physician-assistant/ /Volumes/prod-username/physician-assistant/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/physics/ /Volumes/prod-username/physics/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/polisci/ /Volumes/prod-username/polisci/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/pre-health-advising/ /Volumes/prod-username/pre-health-advising/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/president/ /Volumes/prod-username/president/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/provost/ /Volumes/prod-username/provost/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/psyc/ /Volumes/prod-username/psyc/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/public-affairs/ /Volumes/prod-username/public-affairs/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/purchasing/ /Volumes/prod-username/purchasing/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/recsports/ /Volumes/prod-username/recsports/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/renascence/ /Volumes/prod-username/renascence/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/research/ /Volumes/prod-username/research/web/ 
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Website Address Network Path for Step 6C 

https://www.marquette.edu/riskunit/ /Volumes/prod-username/riskunit/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/rotc/airforce/ /Volumes/prod-username/airforce/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/rotc/army/ /Volumes/prod-username/armyrotc/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/saa/ /Volumes/prod-username/saa/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/sacred-spaces/ /Volumes/prod-username/sacred-spaces/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/seeyourself/ /Volumes/prod-username/seeyourself/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/senior-experience/ /Volumes/prod-username/senior-experience/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/servicelearning/ /Volumes/prod-username/servicelearning/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/sexual-misconduct/ /Volumes/prod-username/sexual-misconduct/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/sigma-xi/ /Volumes/prod-username/sigma-xi/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/soar-rn/ /Volumes/prod-username/soar-rn/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/social-cultural-

sciences/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/social-cultural-sciences/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/special-events/ /Volumes/prod-username/special-events/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/speech-pathology-

audiology/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/speech-pathology-

audiology/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/staff-senate/ /Volumes/prod-username/staff-senate/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/strategic-planning/ /Volumes/prod-username/strategic-planning/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/student-loan-accounts/ /Volumes/prod-username/student-loan-accounts/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/timekeeping/ /Volumes/prod-username/timekeeping/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/transnational-justice/ /Volumes/prod-username/transnational-justice/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/treasury/ /Volumes/prod-username/treasury/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/trinity-fellows/ /Volumes/prod-username/trinity-fellows/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/tutoring/ /Volumes/prod-username/tutoring/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/university-policies-

procedures/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/university-policies-

procedures/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/universityhonors/ /Volumes/prod-username/universityhonors/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/upic/ /Volumes/prod-username/upic/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/urban-scholars/ /Volumes/prod-username/urban-scholars/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/value/ /Volumes/prod-username/value/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/vendors/ /Volumes/prod-username/vendors/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/vp-university-

advancement-search/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/vp-university-advancement-

search/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/wac/ /Volumes/prod-username/wac/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/water-quality-center/ /Volumes/prod-username/water-quality-center/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/water/ /Volumes/prod-username/water/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/weapons-policy/ /Volumes/prod-username/weapons-policy/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/wellness/ /Volumes/prod-username/wellness/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/writing-center/ /Volumes/prod-username/writing-center/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/youth-empowered-to-

succeed/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/youth-empowered-to-

succeed/web/ 

https://www.marquette.edu/youth-empowerment-

program/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/youth-empowerment-

program/web/ 

https://mcw.marquette.edu/ /Volumes/prod-username/mcw/web/ 

https://mcw.marquette.edu/biomedical-

engineering/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/biomedical-engineering/web/ 

https://mcw.marquette.edu/stroke-rehabilitation-

center/ 

/Volumes/prod-username/stroke-rehabilitation-

center/web/ 

https://academic.mu.edu/department/facultyname 

…where you replace department and 

facultyname above 

/Volumes/prod-username/facultyname/web/ 

https://academic.mu.edu/facultyname/ 

…where you replace facultyname above 

/Volumes/prod-username/facultyname/web/ 

https://academic.mu.edu/mlearn/ /Volumes/prod-username/mlearn/web/ 

 

http://academic.mu.edu/mlearn/
http://academic.mu.edu/mlearn/
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